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3006 SHORT TERM EMERGENCY SITUATIONS (RESIDENTIAL AND DAY 
PROGRAMS) 

REVISION DATE: 10/1/2014 
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 3, 1993 
REFERENCES: A.A.C. R6-6-2110 

To protect the health and safety of a member, a Qualified Vendor (QV) must notify the 
Division within twenty-four (24) hours (including weekends) if an emergency situation exists 
in which the provider is unable to meet the health or safety needs of a member. 

The QV shall explicitly specify the need for increased staffing due to the emergency. 
Emergency situations may include, but are not limited to: acute psychiatric episodes, 
suicide attempts, deaths in the immediate family, severe and repeated behavioral outbursts, 
acute and disabling medical conditions, evacuations, etc. 

Notification of all emergency situations shall be made to the District Program Manager 
(DPM) or designee and the Central Office. The notification for increased emergency staffing 
must be honored if verification is present in any form that reasonably could be considered 
notification, including notification to after hour on-call, or e-mail. 

The DPM/designee shall provide written approval/denial of emergency increased staffing to 
the QV. When approving an extension for emergency increased staffing (maximum is an 
additional fifteen ([15]) calendar days), the DPM/designee shall take into account the needs 
of the member receiving services and the capacity of the provider. 

If a provider believes an inpatient placement is appropriate, the local Regional Behavioral 
Health Authority (RBHA) should be contacted for evaluation/placement. 

Resolution of Emergency Situations 

Upon notification from the QV, the DPM/designee will notify the Support Coordinator of the 
emergency situation. Within fifteen (15) working days of notification of an emergency 
situation, the support coordinator shall convene a Planning Team meeting to recommend 
any changes, including whether there is a need for additional temporary staffing to provide 
for the health and safety of the member. 

If a need for additional temporary staffing is recommended beyond the initial emergency 
authorization for increased staffing, the Support Coordinator shall notify the DPM/designee 
of the continued need. 
Within thirty (30) working days of initial notification of an emergency situation, the Planning 
Team, including a Division resource manager/designee, shall develop a written plan to 
resolve the situation. 

The plan for resolution must include: 

A. The change in behavior or condition that precipitated an emergency situation; 

B. The actions being taken to assist member (e.g., medical or psychiatric appointment, 
arranging for positive behavioral support, grief counseling); 
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C. The projected date of completion for each step; and, 

D. The criteria that would indicate the additional staffing levels are no longer needed 

The support coordinator shall provide the written plan of resolution to the District Program 
Manager/designee for review and approval. 

Qualified Vendor Request for Informal Review 

After selection by the member/responsible person or the Division, or implementation of a 
plan to resolve an emergency, the QV discovers that it cannot meet the needs of a member; 
the vendor may request an informal review by the Division. The QV shall submit this 
written request for review to the DPM and provide notification to the Central Office. 

The DPM shall review the facts and provide the final decision in writing to the QV within (21) 
calendar days of the request for a review. If the DPM rejects the vendor's request, the DPM 
shall provide the QV with the reason for the decision. 

If the DPM approves the QV’s request to discontinue providing services to the member, the 
QV shall not discontinue service provision until an alternate provider is selected and the 
member is transitioned to the new provider. 
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